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Computer Organization, Design, and Architecture, Fourth EditionCRC Press, 2007

	This book covers the organization, design, and architecture of computers. Architecture
	is the ‘‘art or science of building; a method or style of building,’’ according
	to Webster’s. A computer architect develops the functional and performance specifications
	for the various blocks of a computer system and...
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Biomarkers of Environmentally Associated Disease: Technologies, Concepts, and PerspectivesCRC Press, 2002

	The end of the 20th century brought with it a revolution in molecular biology that culminated in advances such as the completion of the human genome. This has brought optimism to the fields of toxicology and environmental health, and the anticipation that molecular biomarkers might soon come of age and have a major impact on human and...
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ASP.NET MVC 2 in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		Microsoft ASP.NET MVC (model/view/controller) is a relatively new Web application framework that combines ASP.NET's power and ease of use with the stability and testability of a MVC framework. The much-anticipated version 2 release brings new capabilities to the framework along with numerous additions that enhance developer...
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Novel Immune Potentiators and Delivery Technologies for Next Generation VaccinesSpringer, 2012

	Development of new-generation vaccines is now more challenging than ever, as identifying, purifying and evaluating vaccine antigens is a complex undertaking. Most importantly, once the relevant antigens have been identified, key focus then shifts to the development of suitable delivery systems and formulations to achieve maximum in vivo...
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Instant OSGi StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	The essential guide to modular development with OSGi


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn what can be done with OSGi and what it can bring to your development structure.
	
		Build your first application and...
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International Classification of HRCT for Occupational and Environmental Respiratory DiseasesSpringer, 2005

	Many international experts collaborated in creating this groundbreaking work, a principal-coding system, and in developing reference films and imaging parameters for the International Classification of HRCT for Occupational and Environmental Respiratory Diseases. The book is an authoritative guide to the recognition of dust...
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David Busch's Canon EOS 7D Guide to Digital SLR PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	You don’t want good pictures from your new Canon EOS 7D—you demand outstanding photos. After all, the 7D is the most advanced mid-level camera that Canon has ever introduced. It boasts an astounding 18 megapixels of resolution, blazing fast automatic focus, and cool features like the real-time preview system called Live View, full...
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Assessment of Feigned Cognitive Impairment: A Neuropsychological PerspectiveThe Guilford Press, 2007

	
		Comprehensive and user friendly, this book synthesizes the growing literature on symptom feigning in cognitive testing and translates it into evidence-based recommendations for clinical and forensic practice. A wide range of cognitive effort assessment techniques and strategies are critically...
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Ensemble Methods in Data Mining: Improving Accuracy Through Combining PredictionsMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Ensemble methods have been called the most influential development in Data Mining and Machine Learning in the past decade. They combine multiple models into one usually more accurate than the best of its components. Ensembles can provide a critical boost to industrial challenges -- from investment timing to drug discovery, and fraud detection...
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Using Yocto Project with BeagleBone BlackPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the power of the BeagleBone Black embedded platform with Yocto Project


	About This Book

	
		Build real world embedded system projects using the impressive combination of Yocto Project and Beaglebone Black
	
		Learn how to effectively add multimedia to your board and save time by exploiting...
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An Introduction to Numerical Methods and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Praise for the First Edition


	". . . outstandingly appealing with regard to its style,contents, considerations of requirements of practice, choice ofexamples, and exercises."—Zentralblatt MATH


	". . . carefully structured with many detailed workedexamples."—The...
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Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 1.1 for the Professional PhotographerFocal Press, 2007
Delve into the ultimate guide for professional photographers 

Harness the power and flexibility of the latest version of Adobe Photoshop Lightroom, version 1.1, with this expert guide. Professional photographers David Huss and David Plotkin show you how to work smarter, faster, and more creatively with their personal tips, tricks, and...
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